
Let's do this!  It's simple and I'll 
show you how step by step! You 
can do it!

Save this photo and print it to the 
size bunny you want.



The cake I baked is a deep dark 
chocolate cake in a 12"x12"x3" 
pan.  Bake your cake as thick as 
possible to fit the size of your 
pattern.

Cut the pieces out using your 
pattern.



While it is still laying down cut the 
bunny body so there are 4 
sections: head, upper body, 
tummy, lower body.

Now, cut each of those sections 
in half.  You are creating layers of 
cake and between each cut icing 

or ganache will go.



Cut out one ear.

Cut it in half horizontally to make 
2 identical thinner ears.



Since our bunny is so tall it needs 
some support so it won't fall over.  
Usually that means a trip to the 
hardware store for drills and 
threaded rods, lock washers, 
fender washers and nuts.  (If you 
know how to do that great!) We 
will be using this from the craft 
store.  It's a $5 easy fix. Amazon 
link in supply list.

Hot glue the support rod directly 
to the cake board. I strongly 

suggest using ganache for this.  It 
is strong and tastes good, but 

buttercream will work.



Take the bottom layer of cake and 
using ganache, stick it to the cake 
board with the support rod right 
into the middle.

Add ganache and another layer of 
cake.



Since this bunny is so tall we 
need one more layer of support or 
else the weight of the cake above 
would squish the layers on 
bottom and possibly make the 
cake crack or bulge. The purple is 
the up and down support we hot 
glued in.  We will add drinking 
straws and a piece of cardboard 
cake board before building any 
higher.

Push the straws in all the way.



Cut them off level to each other.

Cut a piece of cake board to the 
same size as the cake layer and 
add a hole in the middle for the 
purple support rod. Now we've 
got an extra strong foundation 
and won't have any issues up 

above.



Pile on the rest of the layers 
except the head.

Smooth on ganache and let it sit 
to firm up or put it in the 

refrigerator .



Use ganache to add in back legs 
and feet.

Add in some small upper arms.



Add on both layers of the head 
and ganache it.

Add a cute little nose...



...and some chubby cheeks.

Use a wet finger to smooth the 
ganache.  The more you smooth 

the ganache the  smoother the 
fondant will be. (If you just want to 
leave  it with just ganache it's fine!  

Use a fork to add some "fur" 
texture in.  Have fun!)



Don't forget to ganache your ears.

Side view.   The rear end could 
use some more rounding and 

sculpting if you want....



Measure out how tall your bunny 
is.  Mine was 17" tall so I rolled out 

a 20" tall piece of fondant.



Spritz your bunny with water or 
rub on shortening.  The fondant 
absorbs the shortening and you'll 
never know it was there, but it will 
hold it on and let you move it 
easier and let you peel it off if you 
need to  .

Pull it all to the back while working 
in the details of the face and arms 

and legs on the front. Cut off the 
extra along the edges.  Roll 

another 20" tall piece and stick it 
to the back.  Cut along the edges.



The edges will look pretty rough 
but rub them together using the 
warmth of your fingers to fuse 
them together.

Keep working it and it will come 
together.



Cover the ears too.

Cut smaller ovals of pink fondant 
and stick to the ears with water or 

shortening.  I forgot to take 
pictures. 😢



We are going to use cocoa to add 
some color.  It's plentiful, 
inexpensive and you've probably 
got it on hand. Grab a paint brush 
and get busy.  

Dip the brush in, tap it on the side 
of the cocoa container then use it 

to outline the features.



Hit the edges all around.

Add a cute pink button nose.



Find something to stamp out some eyes.  
Piping tips are great for this.

Color some fondant blue or whatever color 
you want your bunnies eyes to be.



Use a smaller size round and cut them out.

Stick it on with water or shortening.



Cut black out in a smaller size and stick it 
on.  I like to add little "glisten" spots.

I'm watching you...



Stick them on.  Hit the edge with a little 
edible marker.  Add some eyelashes if you 
want. Add on some buck teeth using 
fondant and the marker.

Now we can make some grass and foliage 
for around the base. Use any push mold you 

have or like to create a few different leaves 
from green fondant.



Put some fondant in the freezer to stiffen it 
up and use a cheese grater.

Voila!  Grass!



Stick it onto the cake board with shortening 
or Karo Syrup



Add a little puff of a tail, sprinkles 
and jelly beans or Jordan 

Almonds...



Last but not least, use a long 
bamboo skewer to fit the ears on. 
(Notice the pink on the inside?)

Hippity Hopitty Easter's on it's 
way!


